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lthough defacing websites will always remain popular among a certain set of hackers,
these are generally not the attacks we should be most concerned with. Organisations
targeting web sites for profit, generally wish their attacks to go undiscovered.
Seccom Globals SecureSTREAM is a cloud based website security solution that utilises
a multilayered approach to protect your company’s websites. SecureSTREAM has been
designed to protect your website against attacks that include SYN Floods, DDOS, SQL
Injections, Cross Site Scripting as well as many other well-known attacks.
With SecureSTREAM, your company’s webserver is virtually invisible to the internet as it
sits behind Seccom’s cloud infrastructure. This means hackers do not know the true IP
address of your webserver.
SecureSTREAM is a cost effective solution that works. If you aim to protect your website
effectively, SecureSTREAM provides comprehensive risk management. This is a viable
solution for any size business as it is simple to implement and provides an enterprise level
protection for a small monthly investment.

HOW SECURESTREAM WORKS
Simply change your DNS record for your website to point to the Seccom Global SecureSTREAM cloud. SecureSTREAM will
scan any packets going to your website for Trojans, Viruses and Malware and will provide protection against all known internet
based threats including zero day attacks. By setting a policy on your firewall that will only accept incoming traffic to your web
site that comes from the Seccom SecureSTREAM cloud or by using Seccom SecureLAN managed firewalls solution, you will
have the highest levels of protection.
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BENEFITS OF SECURESTREAM
SecureSTREAM uses advanced techniques to provide bidirectional protection against malicious sources, application layer DoS
attacks and sophisticated threats like SQL injection and cross-site scripting. SecureSTREAM uses a combination of protections
including Next Generation Firewalls technology, UTM Firewall technology, Web Application Firewall protection with application
level DDoS protection and advanced flood DDoS protection available with SecureSTREAM Plus.

ABOUT SECCOM GLOBAL
Seccom Global is a major supplier of Managed Security Services to some of the largest and fastest growing
companies throughout Asia Pacific. Companies rely on Seccom Global to manage, monitor and secure their
network through Seccom’s coveted 24x7 technical support solutions and managed services.

For more information about SecureSTREAM
please call 1300 363 825
or email: info@seccomglobal.com
www.seccomglobal.com

